It is anticipated that in future generations of massively parallel computer systems a significant portion of processors may suffer from hardware or software faults rendering large-scale computations useless. In this work we address this problem from the algorithmic side, proposing resilient algorithms that can recover from such faults irrespective of their fault origin. In particular, we set the foundations of a new class of algorithms that will combine numerical approximations with machine learning methods. To this end, we consider three types of fault scenarios: (1) a gappy region but with no previous gaps and no contamination of surrounding simulation data, (2) a space-time gappy region but with full spatiotemporal information and no contamination, and (3) previous gaps with contamination of surrounding data. To recover from such faults we employ different reconstruction and simulation methods, namely the projective integration, the co-Kriging interpolation, and the resimulation method. In order to compare the effectiveness of these methods for the different processor faults and to quantify the error propagation in each case, we perform simulations of two benchmark flows, flow in a cavity and flow past a circular cylinder. In general, the projective integration seems to be the most effective method when the time gaps are small, and the resimulation method is the best when the time gaps are big while the co-Kriging method is independent of time gaps. Furthermore, the projective integration method and the co-Kriging method are found to be good estimation methods for the initial and boundary conditions of the resimulation method in scenario (3).
Introduction
In large-scale simulations of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) on modern massively parallel computers involving hundreds of thousands of processors, it is very possible, and in fact it has already been observed that random hardware or software faults may render the computation useless (Gary 1986 , Tang et al 1990 , Murphy and Gent 1995 , Schroeder and Gibson 2007 . While research is ongoing to robustify both hardware and systems software (Gropp and Lusk 2004 and Gioiosa et al 2005) , on the algorithmic side it is also important to formulate a new class of resilient algorithms that perform the simulation accurately irrespective of such faults. Hence, in order to make progress on developing new methods or reformulating existing methods but in this new context, we can hypothesize a few different scenarios and apply them to CFD benchmark problems in order to evaluate the effectiveness of such approaches. First, we will assume that being able to reproduce accurately but also efficiently the data from a failed processor is, in principle, equivalent to omitting the processor from the computation. Hence, fault tolerance implies that we have to be able to compute with reasonable accuracy on 'partial' spatio-temporal domains (Everson and Sirovich 1995 , Arbuckle 1996 , Partington 1997 and Astrid et al 2008 . Based on this general assumption, we then proceed to examine three progressively more complex cases: (1) only grid values at the current time step are missing, (2) current and previous grid values are missing, and (3) current and previous values are missing but in addition the neighboring data are contaminated by silent errors, detected after some delays such as L1 cache, or double bit flips error (Aupy et al 2013) . In order to reconstruct missing flow field data on-the-fly, we can employ temporal or spatial estimation methods and other known data recovery techniques.
For spatial estimation of gappy flow fields in fluid dynamics, the gappy proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) method was introduced in Tan et al (2003) and Venturi and Karniadakis (2004) , which extrapolates the POD basis from previous data. Another spatial estimation method used often in geophysics is Kriging and co-Kriging, which are unbiased linear interpolations (Stein 1999 , Little and Rubin 2002 and Gunes et al 2006 . While the Kriging method uses one sample set, the co-Kriging method uses two or more sample sets, e.g. a coarse and a refined set corresponding to different fidelity (Han et al 2010) . For temporal estimation of missing data, the projective integration was introduced in Gear and Kevrekidis (2003) and Samaey et al (2009) to use previous snapshots and POD-assisted bases. Based on the projective integration the equation-free/Galerkin-free method was introduced in Sirisup et al (2005) for solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
In the current work, we employ two estimation methods; see figure 1: the projective integration and the co-Kriging method for the three aforementioned scenarios. We also introduce a new method, the 'resimulation' method, which resolves via simulation a missing region only with the proper initial and boundary conditions. Finally, we compare these three methods for two classical problems of fluid dynamics, namely the lid-driven cavity flow and flow past a circular cylinder.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we introduce the projective integration, the co-Kriging, and the resimulation method and present the mathematical algorithms for each. In section 3, we present the computational domains and simulation set up. In section 4, we present results of the flow problems for the three aforementioned scenarios and compare them in terms of accuracy. In section 5, we summarize our results and discuss open issues in estimation theory for further developments of fault-resilient methods.
Methodology
Incompressible flow is described by the divergence-free Navier-Stokes equations:
where v is the velocity vector, p is pressure, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Here we employ the spectral element method to solve these equations (Karniadakis and Sherwin 2005) . In order to produce a useful estimate for the missing part, we have to use both temporal and spatial data and corresponding estimators. In this section, we introduce the projective integration for temporal estimation and the co-Kriging for spatial estimation. We will also formulate a new method, the resimulation method, with different boundary conditions.
Temporal estimation: projective integration
If numerical solutions are sufficiently smooth in time, the temporal estimation based on previous saved data can give a highly accurate result on a missing part of the solution. To accomplish this, the best and simplest way is to save flow field data every time step and employ good extrapolation schemes to estimate the missing data. Also, if the time step (Dt) of a simulation is small enough, an alternative way is to use just previous flow field data as current flow field data, in analogy zero-and first-order continuation schemes. However, these ways are inefficient due to big memory issues and additional computational cost in large-scale Temporal and spatial estimations: in (a), the green box denotes the entire domain, the blue box is the missing part, and the red box represents the region of sampling. In (b), the three blue 'slices' represent previously saved data to be used for estimation of the current fields in the missing part.
simulations. In order to avoid this drawback, an equation-free/Galerkin-free projective integration can be employed instead (Sirisup et al 2005) . The projective integration is based on the POD for a dimension reduction (Sirovich 1987 and Aubry 1991) . The saved flow field data can be presented by the corresponding temporal modes a(t) and POD-bases f x k ( ) as follows:
The basic algorithm of the projective integration consists of three stages: the restriction, estimation, and lifting. In the restriction part we calculate the temporal modes t a i ( ) of the POD-assisted bases in equation (4). The number of snapshots n ( ) we employ determines the number of terms of the POD expansion
After the restriction, using the computed POD-assisted temporal modes, the required missing coefficients * t a( ) of the corresponding POD-assisted basis are estimated by an extrapolation scheme ('projected' forward in time) based on the piecewise cubic Hermite interpolating polynomial in equation (5), see Fritsch and Carlson (1980) . This extrapolation method is found to agree well with current boundary conditions in scenario 3 in section 4. Hence, we have: 
( ) . Finally, the lifting step is to find the current flow field data by the estimated temporal modes with the low-dimensional POD-assisted bases by the following equation:
If we use only temporal data to estimate the current flow fields, the accuracy of this method depends on how many snapshots (number of terms of POD expansion and Taylor expansion for calculating the derivative, d i ), which extrapolation scheme (local truncated error) we use, and how big the time gaps are. This paper used three snapshots (three POD modes) for each simulation. For the efficiency, the POD modes are calculated in only missing regions.
Spatial estimation: co-Kriging
While for the temporal estimation we use the previous flow field data and smoothness in time, in the spatial estimation we need to use geometrically neighboring data points at the current time to exploit smoothness in space. There are many ways to estimate gappy flow field data by the neighboring data. In this paper, a 'multi-fidelity co-Kriging interpolation method', the unbiased linear interpolation, is introduced for estimating the missing part because of higher accuracy compared with the simple Kriging for the same size of neighboring data as shown in figure 3 (Han et al 2010) . A general multi-fidelity co-Kriging method uses two sample sets: a coarse sample set (small number of points) corresponding to high fidelity and a refined sample set (large number of points) corresponding to low fidelity. In this paper we choose the same fidelity model for both the coarse and refined sample sets; the coarse sample set can be any subset of the refined sample set, see figure 2 . The basic idea of this method is that the target value y x ( ) at the target point x can be found using a linear interpolation by the two sample sets. The first equation for the co-Kriging interpolation method is as follows:
is a neighboring field data vector in the refined sample set and
is in the coarse sample set. In this paper, the coarse set is chosen by a subset of the refined set. Here we solve a simple optimization problem in minimizing the mean squared error of this linear combination 
( ) ( ) ( )
where C is a covariance matrix whose submatrix C 11 is the covariance matrix between sample points in the refined set, C 22 between sample points in the coarse set, and C 12 between the refined and the coarse set. c x 1 ( ) is the covariance vector between the target point (x) and sample points in the refined set, and c x 2 ( ) between the target point (x) and sample points in the coarse set. For the correlation kernel R for modeling covariance in the sample set S, we employ a spherical correlation model since the flow fields are smooth near the missing part as follows:
where x i and x j are points in S, θ is the correlation length and A is a scalar parameter calculated by the least-squared method. Resimulation with estimated boundary condition: first, we estimate the initial condition for the missing part (blue) with two sample sets: refined (orange) and coarse (red). Subsequently, we use the projective integration to update the boundary using the refined sample set. Finally, we solve the Navier-Stokes equation in the missing part only. The main idea of the resimulation method is to solve the Navier-Stokes equations again on the missing part only. In the basic computation we prescribe initial condition and boundary condition are kept constant or they are just prescribed at the beginning of the space-time interval-that is, the boundary conditions are not altered by communication in the time between data dumps. If we have exact initial and boundary conditions for the missing part, we can obtain the highest accurate solution compared to any method we can choose. For example, in steady-state, since a boundary condition of the missing part is independent of time, the resimulation method can give the exact solution (Karniadakis and Sherwin 2005) . However, if we do not have the correct information about initial and boundary conditions, then it is not so clear how to estimate these data in order to assign appropriate initial and boundary conditions. For initial conditions, if we do not have any previous data (scenarios 2 and 3 in section 4), the co-Kriging method can be employed for estimating initial conditions of the missing part. For the boundary conditions, there are two ways: the first is to use the latest saved data as a Dirichlet boundary condition. If the solution of the flow problem is smooth enough and changes of flow fields are relatively small during time gaps, then this boundary condition works for resimulation. However, if the solution is not smooth or the difference between the latest saved and current flow field data at the boundary is not sufficiently small, then the error at the boundary propagates through the entire missing domain, resulting in bigger errors than other estimation methods.
In order to avoid error propagation from assigning an incorrect boundary condition, a boundary estimation technique is introduced in this paper as shown in figure 2. The basic idea of this method is that we can extrapolate a boundary condition from previous snapshots by the projective integration, which is already explained in section 2.2. In order to reduce the computational cost, the estimated boundary is extracted not from the entire domain but only from the domain of sample sets. The process of calculating the estimated boundary is as follows:
• Assign the size of a sample set by choosing a 'spacing' parameter.
• Employ the projective integration method and estimate the current flow field data in the sample set.
• Extract the flow field data at the boundary of missing region (boundary condition is constant in time).
In section 4, the 'estimated' boundary is found to approximate the boundary condition reasonably well. Hence, we can impose this as a Dirichlet boundary condition for the missing region. This boundary condition is useful during sufficiently short time intervals.
An important objective in any resilient method is to synchronize the simulation in the gappy domain with the rest of the simulation as soon as possible. Hence, we can resimulate the missing part with a coarse grid by interpolation. If the solutions are smooth, a coarse timestep can also be used for the resimulation. In this case, the error comes from the interpolation scheme, spatial and temporal discretization, and consistency error with respect to initial and boundary conditions.
Key parameters
This resilient method has some key parameters that affect accuracy and efficiency. The first key parameter is the size of the missing part; as it grows, the accuracy decreases due to the increased estimation error. Since the spatial estimation uses an interpolation method with neighboring data, points on the middle of the missing region have no accurate neighboring data. Hence, the accuracy of the spatial estimation is dramatically decreased as the missing part is growing. The second key parameter is the size of time gaps (DT g ) between current and previous saved data. If the time gaps are small and we have available previous data (scenario 1), then the projective integration or resimulation method can give good estimation results compared to the co-Kriging method. However, when the time gaps are big, the projective integration cannot give us a good accuracy and also the consistency error of the resimulation method is growing by the propagation of the incorrect boundary conditions. On the other hand, the coKriging method is less dependent on time gaps.
The last key parameter is the 'spacing' (Ds), which is a physical parameter for choosing the number of sample points, see figure 3 . The formulation of choosing the sample set (S) for the missing region (M) is defined as follows:
where Ω represents the entire domain and Ds is the spacing. If the spacing is too small, the spatial estimation is performed by only a few neighboring sample points. Consequently, the result cannot be very accurate as shown in figure 3 . On the other hand, if the spacing is too big, then the computational cost is dramatically increased by calculating a big covariance matrix inversion in the co-Kriging method in equation (10). Furthermore, the accuracy is also slightly dropped by using uncorrelated data that are too far from the missing region. However, if we do not know the true solution we should use the local residuals in similar fashion as in adaptivity methods.
Simulation configuration
In this paper, two benchmark problems are chosen for comparisons of three different estimation methods in three different scenarios. The first simulation is a two-dimensional liddriven cavity flow at Reynolds number Re = 100, which represents quasi-steady flow. The second simulation is a two-dimensional flow past a circular cylinder at Reynolds number Figure 3 . In (a), the graph shows rms error for values of different spacing with coKriging and Kriging in flow past a circular cylinder. In (b), the blue box is the missing region, the green box represents the sample set, where the size of sample set is changed by the 'spacing' parameter. In order to readily impose the Dirichlet boundary condition, the missing part is chosen always as a rectangle box with a rectangular grid. In order to satisfy this condition, the smoothed profile method (SPM) is employed, see (Luo et al 2009) , to describe a rectangular structured grid by the use of an indicator function, which is a constraint of a force distribution associated with the flow boundary condition. Details for the simulation setup are presented below.
Lid-driven cavity flow at Re = 100
The computational domain is a structured rectangular mesh shown in figure 4(a). Normalized unidirectional flow is imposed on the top boundary (G 1 ) while on the other boundaries (G 2 ) we impose no-slip condition on the velocity. The domain has the same size of discretization in the x and the y directions defined by = = x y d d 0.1 with 3rd order Jacobi polynomial basis, for a total 961 nodes to solve for. The temporal discretization corresponds to t d = 0.005. Our simulation is scheduled to stop at two different times: t = 2.0 and 2.5. At those times, we assume that we have three saved snapshots at t = 1.40, 1.45 and 1.50. Hence, the time gaps (DT g ) are 0.5 and 1.0, respectively.
In order to investigate error propagation of three methods, the missing region is chosen as a rectangle box in the middle of cavity. The missing region (M l ) is defined as follows:
: 0.4 0.8 and 0.4 0.8 ,
] and the origin 0, 0 ( ) is located in the southwest corner of the cavity.
The spacing for the sample set corresponds to 0.2. The sample set has 433 points for the refined case and 144 points for the coarse case, while the missing region has 144 missing points. Computational domains and spectral element meshes for the two flow problems considered. In (a), the blue line represents the missing region (M l ) and the red line represents the sample set (S). The coarse sample set is a subset of the refined set. The computational domain consists of 1118 rectangular elements with Jacobi polynomial order P = 3; the domain is shown in figure 4 (b). The inflow boundary conditions (G G and 1 2 ) correspond to a normalized unidirectional flow (U = 1). On the outlet boundary (G 3 ), the zero Neumann boundary condition is applied. The surface of the circular cylinder with diameter D = 1.0 has a no-slip boundary condition imposed via the indicator function with a 0.005 interface thickness according to the SPM. In order to increase the accuracy of the SPM, regions near the circular cylinder have a refined grid to capture the geometric boundary better.
We choose the missing region as a rectangular box in the near wake, i.e., the region of absolute instability that is responsible for sustaining the von Karman street, see Karniadakis and Triantafyllou (1989) . The temporal discretization corresponds to dt = 0.001. Our simulation is scheduled to stop at two different times, 331.89 and t = 332.09, and we have three snapshots available at t = 331.60, 331.61, and 331.62. Hence, the time gaps (DT g ) correspond to 0.27 and 0.47, respectively. The missing region (M c ) is defined as follows: The spacing for sampling corresponds to 0.25. The sample set has 289 points for the refined case and 97 points for the coarse case, while the missing region has 240 missing points.
Results for three fault scenarios
We introduce three possible fault scenarios that may occur in massively parallel simulations. The root mean squared (rms) errors are presented in tables 1-3 while contour plots of absolute errors are shown in figures 5-14. Details about each scenario are presented in the following sections. The first scenario assumes that at some point in time a gappy region arises, but that we have complete information up to that point. In this case, saved data is available to estimate the current missing data. Thus, we can employ all three methods for reconstructing the flow fields, namely projective integration, co-Kriging, and the resimulation method with correct initial conditions. In assigning a boundary condition for the resimulation method, we employ a Dirichlet boundary condition, which is extracted from the 'current' neighboring flow subdomains. 1 shows that the projective integration method appears to be the best way to reconstruct gappy flow fields because there are no big changes in the flow field within that time interval; this is true for both the streamwise and crossflow velocity. In particular for the crossflow velocity, we observe that the projective . 'Current' represents the correct value, 'previous' represents last saved data, and 'estimated' is calculated by projective integration. . 'Current' represents the correct value, 'previous' represents last saved data, and 'estimated' is calculated by projective integration. other hand, the changes in error for the co-Kriging and resimulation method are small compared to the projective integration method. For this time gap, the resimulation method seems to be the most effective approach to recover the flow field in the gappy region. In both cases, since the accuracy of the co-Kriging method depends only on surrounding data, the magnitude of the error is not changed significantly for either time gaps. In general, the resimulation method is competitive to the projective integration and seems to be robust for With regards to error distribution, the maximum error in the coKriging method is located at the middle of the spatial domain whereas the maximum error of the resimulation method is located near the boundary due to the incorrect type of boundary condition, see figure 5.
4.1.2. Flow past a circular cylinder: Since the gappy region M c ( ) is located in the near-wake, relying on the neighboring data only cannot guarantee a strong correlation with the missing flow field data.
First, for D = T 0.27 g , the results shown in table 2 lead to the same conclusion as in the lid-driven cavity flow. Even though the flow is unsteady, the projective integration is the most effective approach to reconstruct the gappy flow fields because the 'current' flow field is still similar to the saved one. In particular, we see in figure 12 that the velocity at the boundary does not deviate significantly from the saved values. Hence, the resimulation method can also estimate the current flow field well while the co-Kriging method seems to be the worst method due to the rapid spatial variation of velocity in this region. However, increasing the time gap to D = T 0.47 g seems to result in a big change in velocity and hence the projective integration method cannot be used effectively. Since saved or neighboring data are not available to estimate the current flow field accurately, all three methods show similar results but the best method seems to be the resimulation method.
Scenario 2
The second scenario assumes that there exist previous gaps but there is no contamination in the neighboring data, which can be used in the reconstruction. In this scenario, the projective integration cannot be employed because of the absence of previous data in the missing region. Hence, we employ the co-Kriging and resimulation methods only for reconstruction of the gappy flow field. Also, due to lack of correct initial conditions to be used in the resimulation method, we employ the co-Kriging interpolation for estimating the initial condition, see figure 2 . Hence, the resimulation method will inherit an error due to approximate initial conditions but it will employ the correct (Dirichlet) boundary conditions since we assumed that the current neighboring data are not contaminated.
4.2.1. Lid-driven cavity flow: Even though we employ the co-Kriging interpolation for the initial condition of the resimulation method, the resimulation method seems to be more accurate than the co-Kriging method, see table 1. Moreover, the error distribution is similar to scenario 1, which uses correct initial conditions. Based on this result we observe that the initial perturbation by the co-Kriging method is 'forgotten' during resimulation with a divergence-free constraint. Furthermore, the maximum rms error is located near the boundary as shown in figures 5 and 6. The reason is that the resimulation method is affected by the initial condition approximation by the co-Kriging method and the error due to the Dirichlet boundary condition for big time gaps. Specifically, the co-Kriging method is better in predicting the crossflow velocity. As shown in table 2, the rms errors of the co-Kriging and resimulation methods are bigger than the same methods in scenario 1, which means that the initial perturbation in the gappy region affects the entire missing domain. Figures 7 and 8 show that the error distribution is affected by both initial and boundary conditions while the error in the lid-driven cavity flow appears to be affected by the boundary condition only. Hence, the initial perturbation is a key factor in error propagation for unsteady flows.
Scenario 3
The third scenario represents the worst case. There exist previous time gaps but, in addition, the current neighboring data are somehow contaminated by silent error. In this scenario, we cannot employ the projective integration or the co-Kriging method because of the absence of accurate previous data and the contamination of neighboring data. Hence, the only way to reconstruct gappy flow fields is the resimulation method, where we need to consider carefully how to set appropriate initial and boundary conditions. A rather simple way is to employ coKriging to estimate the initial condition and employ previously saved flow field data as a boundary condition, which we will refer to as 'previous boundary'. However, this may propagate errors into the entire gappy region and more globally due to the erroneous boundary condition. In order to avoid this issue and increase accuracy, we introduce the concept of 'estimated boundary' by the projective integration method. This concept uses the same initial condition as before (by the co-Kriging method) but employs the projective integration method for extracting proper boundary condition from points in a sample set. In this section, we examine the quality of the simulation results for two different boundary conditions, the 'previous' and 'estimated' boundary conditions. 4.3.1. Lid-driven cavity flow: We see from table 3 that the 'estimated' boundary condition reduces the error significantly. However, the crossflow velocity is captured reasonably well by the 'previous' boundary condition as well. The reason is that boundary values are not changing rapidly as shown in figures 9 and 10. In other cases the 'estimated' boundary gives better result because it can estimate the current velocity at the boundary better. When imposing 'estimated' boundary, the absolute error at the boundary is reduced dramatically compared to 'previous' boundary, see figure 11 . This results in total error reduction in the entire missing region.
4.3.2. Flow past a circular cylinder: In this case, the resimulation method with the 'estimated' boundary seems to provide the better approach. In this unsteady flow, the current boundary is totally different than the 'previous' saved boundary as shown in figures 12 and 13. The 'estimated' boundary by the projective integration can capture the current boundary condition well for both D = T 0.27 g and 0.47. This results in a noticeable error reduction at the boundary in this unsteady flow even though the inner part of the missing region still has large error, see table 3 and figure 14. Furthermore, in the crossflow velocity, the 'estimated' boundary leads to the significant error reduction in figure 14 . So in general, the 'estimated' boundary approach seems to be a more robust method for predicting the proper boundary values, see results in table 3.
Summary
Data assimilation in CFD is a relatively unexplored area. The techniques that we have developed in this paper by combining numerical approximation with machine learning methods (e.g., Kriging/co-Kriging) for reconstruction of gappy fields can also be used for data assimilation. Here, our interest has been the 'restarting' of a CFD simulation in a massively parallel environment, which may be interrupted due to hardware or software problems in only one relatively small part of the space-time computational domain. To this end, we developed and tested three empirical approaches to reconstruct gappy flow fields. Specifically, we performed simulations of two 'textbook' CFD problems, namely flow in a lid-driven cavity and flow past a circular cylinder in two-dimensions, and under three different fault scenarios with progressive complexity. We summarize here the main findings of our study:
• For sufficiently small time gaps the projective integration method is the best while for longer time gaps the co-Kriging method is better.
• Overall, the resimulation method seems to be the most robust method, performing well in all three fault scenarios.
• Estimating the boundary condition using projective integration leads to accurate results for the resimulation method in scenario 3 where the other two methods fail. Future work should further address the issue of proper boundary conditions for the resimulation method. Moreover, it is necessary to investigate error propagation in the entire domain after long time integration for all three methods after reconstruction of gappy fields in a subdomain.
